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h a w P&&@, the Twkifph 3Wnda~d in m expedition
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W in the
~ Holy
S Last. Tb &h of
Nort.thumkrland"s piper attends the Chuft leet and fairs
held for the Lord ~f the Maaar, and p t p suit and service
at ASnwick Castle;
Respxtiag the origin d the Nasthumberland mall- 'i
pipes little can be said with certainty, but it is believed to
have exis$ed at a very remote period. The: mall-pipes of
early times were, no doubt, of r u b and irpperfeet manufacture, but great irnpr~vementswere subsequently made
in tee mnH;trtfction of them, and certain places became
celebrated for the mperia~ instruments which they
producd. Clf these, Newcastle upon Tyne and the town
of North Shield@stand highest for the finest small-pipes
now in u s ; a k the nsunes of Hall and J. Dunn, of
Newcastle, and Robert and James Reid, of North Shields,
are6 handed dawn to us a s makers of the best instruments.
%,,h'
3
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SMALL-PIPES

or 8 quavers

RESTS
Ceokbst Quaw Smi- DefnC
waver srsmquaver

or 4 crotchets

.

A crotchet with a dot

i - "Y

A semibreve with a
dot is equal to
/
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A quaver with a dot

.I

j

A minim with a. dot
is gqual to
. ,'
.
' ' i. i '
l

ff F!'Y4-nr

,,PC*,I.;
A dot placed after a note makes it h a l t a s long again: :

hits

semibreve Ss equal to z d u b s

A sign, thus
called a sharp, placed before a note
raises it half a tone; and b, called a flat, lowers a note
half a tone; a natural, thus 4, restores it to its original
position.
There are different kinds of notes, called semibreve,
minim,
crotchet, quaver, semiquaver, demisemiquaver;
- .
each kind of note having a corresponding rest. he semi:
breve being the longest note in ordinary music, it is the
regulator of all others, therefore a

fi,

NQRTHUMERIAN

,

4

I

dot

iS equal t-

'ompound time: six quavers or their value in a bar,

Triple time : three crotchets or their value in a bar, first
beat

Common time: four crotchets or their value in a bar,
first and third beats accented.

Commotl time : two crotchets or their value in a bar,
first beat accented.

to mark t h e positions of the
accent in a melody. All the bars
in a piece of music are of equal
value. Sometimes a piece af music commences with an
incomplete bar, when it will be found that the last bar also
is incomplete; first and last bars put together form a complete bar. A double-bar shows the completion of a musical
phrase.
The following are some of the grincipal kinds of time
used in music, the time signature being always placed at
the beginning of a piece.

I
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i
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NORTHUMBRIAN SMALL-PIPgS

Scale of G major.

T h e following are the key signatures t o the scales which
may be played on the seven-keyed small-pipe chanter;
many sets, however, are only capable of being played in
the keys of G and D.

Scale of E minor, relative t o G major.

The ininor scales are a third lower than the relative
major, the semi-tones occurring between the 2nd and 3rd
and the 7th a n d 8th in ascending, and the 6th a n d 5th and
the 3rd and 2nd in descending.

T h e semi-tones occurring between the 3rd and 4th and
the 7th and 8th in both ascending and descending.
AI1 major scales sound similar t o the above but have
mme other note as a starting point.

follows :

Major a n d minor scales consist of five tones and two
semi-tones. T h e arrangement for the major scale is a.;

Triple time : three quavers or their value in a bar, first
beat accented.

l

first and fourth beats accented.

12

A major.

13

$
A very common feature of small-pipe music is the
introduction of embellishments known as " grace-notes."
Skilful performers frequently introduce them, a s fancy
suggests, with excellent effect, but judgment is required in
using them.
The shake is marked by the sign tr., an abbreviation of

FINE. End of the composition.

Signifying repeat section just finished.

last sign, shown thus

Those who are fortunate enough to possess a set of
pipes having a fourteen or seventeen-keyed chanter and the
appropriate number and pattern of drones will find that
they are able to employ other scales than those given
above; but beginners are recommended, whatever the
capabilities of their sets, t o use only the scales of G and D
until they have a reasonable mastery of the fingering of
the chanter. The use of the keys, in fact, should be
avoided until the open holes of the chanter can be fingered
with confidence.
T h e principal Italian words used t o indicate the pace at
which a composition is to be performed are : Adagio, very
slow ; Andante, at a moderate pace ; Allegretto, moderately
fast ; Allegro, lively, merry ; Presto, very fast.
The following are a few of the signs and words used in
music :
Signifying a pause to be made on that note over
which it is placed.
D.C., Da Cape. Signifying return and play from the
beginning.
D.S., Dal Segno. Signifying return and play from

D major.

O F MUSICAL NOTATION

G Major and E minor.

SYSTEM

' Played.
I)

Played.

Turned shake.

&_

Wkitten.

I

I n very quick a r staccato passages,, these grace-notes
are played vGry short, taking l& than half the time of the
priaelpd note.
The word staccato indicates that the notes are t o be
played k k o ~ ,distinct, and separated from eaoh other.

The short, quick shake called " Mordente " is performed by playing quickly the note over which the sign is
-written and the note above, returning to the principal note,
then passing forward without a turn.
In small-pipe playing, the shake is sometimes made by
rapidly opening and closing a finger hole somewhat below
that an which the trill is desired to be made. Thus a
shake on high G may be performed by trilling the B or
mi@le finger of the lower hand. This kind of shake,
&hough used by many of the best players, i s not recommended, as it contravenes one d , t h e most important m1es
of small-pipe technique, i.e., that only one hole of the:
chanter must ly?open a t a time.
An Appoggiatilra is a melodic ornament left to the
judgment of the performer; and whether, at his discretion,
it be loon or short, it must always be taken from the value

Plain shake.

L-

Written.

the word trillo, and is perfarmed by a quick and alternate
repetition of two nate-9, the principal note and the note
above, and is genesally fini6hed with the note below, thus :

m

h

I

1
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THEsimplmt form of the small-pipes consists of an airtight bag made of leather or macintosh fabric, projecting
from which are three stocks.. One of the latter is fixed in
the small or pointed end of *he bag, and its p u r p m is to
carry the chanter and shield the chanter reed. The other
two stocks are mounted in the side of the bag, the upper
one being the larger, as it has to receive the three, four or
more drones in separate hples; the lower stock takes the
blow-pipe, which conducts the air from the bellows,
The drones are of different lengths, that giving the
highest ntrte being the shortest. Each is divided illto two
parts by sliding joints, and carries in its lower or stock end
a reed for the production of the sound by the action of the
.wind from the bag. The drones are, in most sets,
furnished with stoppers for convenience in tuning, and
may also have a revolving " beeid ' h r tuning ring. The
latter encircles the drone about two inches from the top,
its purpose being to reduce the active length ,of the drone
the latter to be tuned ,to g i ~ ae high&
. note than
'
rwise be possible- ,
',I , *
anter id perfotatqd,with eighh finger holes, sewn.

DESCRIPTION O F THE SMALL-PIPES

Staccato is indicated either by round dots or pointed
dashes. Dots placed over notes indicate that they are to
be played moderately staccato; when pointed dashes are
used, the notes are to be as short and crisp as possible.
The learner should note that the staccato style of playing should not be overdone, E_xcessive cutting of the
no<es, though at times lending a heretricious brilliance t o
a performance, is not in accardance with good small-pip
style.

'

,

7

cannot be played in tune. Proper management of the
bellows is a thing which can only be attained by practice,
and the action of the bellows arm should be steady but

ki

'

8

/

FT

upper and the thumb' af the lover hand, being otherwise
unemployed (except when the latter is engaged in supporting the chanter) are used to ophrate the keys, Care must
be taken that the h o l d k s ol+yhtopp#d~.tsfter
which the
+;:
2
bag should be gently $$la\ed; dthl tpe,qbk~lh&gqiy,
., .
)When the
gent(J..$vith the left
bag is about thre~qua~ar4:f$ll~,~+piesg
arm, when the note G,may tie's&ande4:by,-,Eifting
;tb
bwest
finger off the hole. If a g&' tone is n o ~ ~ s b d l a c e dmake
,
sure that the other hol~sare all prppk$y.'?;toppd& Qadpress
ti little more firmly, on the bqg: H a ~ i n gachi&ki3'a clear
sounding G, replaee the lowest fin&t on the hple; and raise
the next above, thus sounding ,'A.',The other hates are
produced bp opening the holes iin succession, a s given in

t&e same hand will cover the uppermost three holes in
front, and the four fingers of the right or lower hand will
stop the remaining holes in"front. The fourth finger of the

THEthumb ofthe left or upper hand must be placed an the
hde at the b d of the c b a n t ~ r . The first three fingers df

PRACTISING THE SCALES

When the student has studied the principles of music,
and the method of holding and inflating the instrument,
he should proceed to practise the scales. At first it will
be better not to use any of the keys there may be on the
chanter, but to attempt only the one octave chanter scale,
the notes of which are emitted by the finger holes of the
chanter; and not until a reasonable amount of confidence.
has been pcquired in the use of the finger boles should the
learrler begin to play a scale requiring the keys.
Whilst the scales are being mastered, and, indeed, until
the pupil can play a tune or two on the chanter, the drones
should be shut off by means of their stoppers.

.

" _ _

rst ar small

and

3rd drone

which is the lowest note on the seven-keyed chanter. The
third drone sounds G, the octave below the small drone G.

WHENthe drones are in tune the shortest produces the note
G, which is the note upbn the second line in the treble clef,
and is therefore in unison with the low G of the chanter.
The secpnd drone sounds the _note D below the stave,

\

--- --.-L
.W--__--- TUNING THE DRONES

_

the scale. The learner snoula practise all the notes,
sounding each clearly and steadily, ascending successively
from the lowest to the highest, and descending again, until
he is able not only to produce the notes correctly, but to
sound any one at sight wherever it may occur.
It cannot be too greatly emphasised that only one hole
of the chanter must be open at a time, and the greatest care
should be taken in observing this. The learner may find

improved by rolling
between the palms of the hands backwards and
ifterwards s~ringingthe tongue outwar

match flame and
while, (b) by insertt down against the

and try it in the drone.
It should piay in tune with the drone slide about one.
third drawn out. This does not always apply, however, tc
drones which have been perforated to pound more than ont
note a t will, i.e., fitted with tuning rings. If the notc
sounded ,is too sharp, that is, the tongue vibrates tcw:
rapidly, it may be flattened (a) by having the root end of
the tongue thinned down, ( b ) by having the tongue splii
further back, ( G ) by placing a drop of wax on the free end

W

of the vibrating !tongue must be £0
a h the position of the tuning piece.
3, d) is tightly wrapped to
The toat of the toague (fii.
the body (fig. 3, e) of the reed, and the tuning piece
(fig. 3, f) is held in place by a separate wrapping. This

P

Fie. 7. Conotractio

HQBTHUWBRIAN SMALL-PIPES

M@tal R@&
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AND SETTING
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further wtwk upon it will be labour wasted if it is the least
, damp. After varnishing the wrapping and again allowing
to dry; the two sides are separated at the fold by rubbing
either side alternately on fine glass-paper, holding the reed
at a n acute angle. When they are finally separated, a few
turns of iron floral wire or two turns of copper bell wire are
laid carefully round the reed righc against the end of the
thread wrapping, and the ends twisted up at one side.
k h i s wire serves to control the mouth of the finished reed.
,(:The blades or sides of the reed are now to be thinned dawn
?gradually and carefully by scraping fram wire to point with
'&herough knife, until the reed will sound a note when air
i's suaked through it at the staple end. From this stage it
be scraped with the razor, which must be kept very
and a very light pressure used. The reed should
eqily and have a kind of " crow "in its hote.
" crow " it will not be very much use. The
,$$inning process and intermittent tests are continued until
e reed is judged to be about correct; this judgment only
a m e s by qperienoc, and the great art of reed-making is in
owing w h ~ nto scrape and when to stop.
T h e ends of the blades require trimming up square and
This is done by one steady pressed cut by a sho~p
, the reed being supported meanwhile upon a piece
erfectly smooth, hard wood. The razor must not be
in this cutting, but pressed straight through.
bare end of the staple is now wrapped with enougl
axed thread to fit it tightly to the seating in thc
ter, and its pitch and tune tried in the pipes. Hen
$ some experience will be found necesrsry in order t(
&ingood resu1ts;'ht the following points will assist ir
brocess of fitting.
I$ the reed is very heavy to blow and is wide open al
'mouth, cl= the latter by nipping the control wire a1
I
the) tre of each side. If ib is close at the mouth and still
h e a q to b$w, the blades are too thick, and the remedy is
to thih, them, principally at the edges. supposing the reed
~
but sounding the top notes
to speak a t a s u i t a i ~ tnressure,
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